


LOCATION OF MAJOR DAMS



LOCATION OF MEDIUM DAMS



LOCATION OF MINOR DAMS



Alikuan MIP - The  surface of access road damaged 

in some patches.

Badabandha MIP - Light vegetation growth  in toe 

drain. in some patches. drain. 

Bagirijhola MIP - Settlement occurred at the 

junction of intake well and earth work.

Baghua Irrigation Project - Scour  in bucket 

end  &  right bank of spill channel 



Bhitiribediguda MIP - Vegetation growth on Dam crest 

& dyke 

Bishnuguda MIP - Spillway without any  connection 

between both sides abutments.& dyke between both sides abutments.

Debijhara MIP - Sinkholes of approximately 3m 

diameter on u/s rip-rap along the H/R conduit.

Dunguri MIP - Slushy patches beyond D/S toe at  

deepest section .



Ghodahado Irr. Project - Erosion of Right side bank  

slope  beyond  bucket end 

Jagannathsagar MIP - Profuse seepage in deepest 

section. D/S ayacut is fully water logged.slope  beyond  bucket end section. D/S ayacut is fully water logged.

Jayagarh MIP - Photograph showing  scour to left bank of  

surplus escape in connection to left return wall 

Kansabansa MIP - No railing on catwalk of head 

regulator.



Karada MIP - The damaged portion of dam crest along Kodigaon MIP - Disturbed  Pitching on U/S Rip-rap.
with ramp

Kodigaon MIP - Disturbed  Pitching on U/S Rip-rap.

Kusunpur MIP - Seepage observed at deepest point 

about 10 mts far from the toe of dam.

Lankagada MIP - Extensive vegetation  growth in 

U/S rip-rap along with  disturbed  Pitching



Laupal MIP - Seepage points at RD 800m & RD 850m.
Malkangiri MIP - Extensive vegetation  growth in U/S 

rip-rap. 
Laupal MIP - Seepage points at RD 800m & RD 850m.

rip-rap. 

Ramiala Dam - Calcination patch on gallery wall. Sanamuligam MIP - Rip-rap is disturbed at RD 125m.



Siltiguda MIP - Rock toe silted with scoured earth , 

toe drain full of silt & vegetation growth.
Baghua MIP - Depression of about 0.60 m dia near the 

Disturbed Rip-Rap in U/S slope of 

Chahaka Dam.

toe drain full of silt & vegetation growth. Head Regulator

Dhulipaunsia MIP - Dam top, U/S and D/S 

slope with vegetation growth 
Ghagara MIP - Ogee Spillway 



Panaskhal MIP - Vegetation Growth on the D/S slope & 

Toe area
Tangarakana MIP - Disturbed u/s rip-rap near spillway 

& vegetation growth in the u/s 

Pipalnalla MIP - Illegal mining of stones & boulders of 

the tail channel of
Pratappur MIP  - Outflanked left side wing wall of 2nd fall 

& retrogression in the tail channel



Pujiladu MIP  - No. of rain cuts on the d/s & exposed 

foundation of parapet wall
Tikrapada MIP - Disturbed rip-rap with some vegetation 

growth in the U/Sfoundation of parapet wall growth in the U/S

Khasbahal MIP - Presence of big tree & vegetation on 

the u/s

Liard MIP - Severe rain cuts & silted rock toe on the d/s 



Pendrawan MIP - Presence of animal holes on the d/s 

side & top of the dam (inset)

Jharabandha Dam - Disturbed rip-rap & vegetation 

growth on the u/sside & top of the dam (inset) growth on the u/s



REHABILITATION REHABILITATION 

WORKS OF DAMS INCLUDED 

UNDER  DRIP
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Newly Constructed apron of 

Balimela Dam

Painted Spillway of Daha Dam 



Watch Tower at Derjang Dam

Walkway Bridge at Pillasalki Dam



Dam top Road and D/s Kerb slope 

of Salia Dam

Instrumentation at Sundar

Dam site



Dam top Road of Derjang Dam 

before rehabilitation

Dam top Road of Derjang Dam 

after rehabilitation



Dam top Road of Talsara Dam 

before rehabilitation

Dam top Road of Talsara Dam 

after rehabilitation



Approach Road to Jhumuka Dam 

before rehabilitation

Approach Road to Jhumuka

Dam after rehabilitation



Dam Top Road of Sarafgarh Dam 

before rehabilitation

Dam top Road of Sarafgarh

Dam after rehabilitation



Dam Top Road of Banksal Dam 

before rehabilitation

Dam top Road of Banksal Dam 

after rehabilitation



Surplus Channel of 

Sanamachhakandana Dam before 

rehabilitation

Surplus Channel of 

Sanamachhakandana Dam after 

rehabilitation


